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Between Skins challenges individualistic accounts of the body in psychoanalysis. Drawing on philosophy, contemporary neurobiology and developmental research, Nicola Diamond explores the ways in which bodily processes and skin experience are inseparable from the field of language and environmental context.

➢ The first book to address epistemological implications for a new understanding of the body and embodiment - offers a new perspective on the division between mind, body and world
➢ Brings together a philosophical phenomenological account of body experience with key concepts from psychoanalysis, developmental research and neuroscience
➢ Responds to a growing interest in the body and psychoanalysis, and considers some limitations in neurobiological accounts of brain-body processes for psychoanalytical understanding
➢ References throughout to clinical examples and everyday experiences

“A refreshing approach to the body-mind-society relationship and its clinical implications”
Mario Marrone, British Psychoanalytical Society and International Attachment Network

Hardback: 978-0-470-01942-9 | £60.00 £48.00
Also available as an e-book.
Visit amazon.co.uk or wiley.com for more details
www.wiley.com/go/psychology

To receive 20% discount on this title please enter promo code PSY14 during the checkout process (offer valid until 30th December 2014 on hardback only).

About the author
Dr Nicola Diamond is a Senior Lecturer in Psychosocial Studies, University of East London, and teaches at the Tavistock Clinic. She is also a psychoanalytic psychotherapist, previously at The Women’s Therapy Centre and Helen Bamber Foundation, currently in private practice, BPC reg, member of BPF

BETWEEN SKINS, THE BODY IN PSYCHOANALYSIS AND CULTURE-FROM MEDIA TO THE CLINIC AS WELL AS BEYOND

YOU ARE INVITED!

TO A CELEBRATION OF THE PUBLICATION OF BETWEEN SKINS AND ROUNDTABLE

...........THERE WILL BE A POEM RECITAL-TIM ATKINS AND SPEAKERS INCLUDING
DR’S CANDIDA YATES *, MARIO MARRONE, ESTELA WELLDON, TORI SETTLE, JACOB JOHANSSSEN

WINES, SOFT DRINKS, NIBBLES AND LET THERE BE CAKES.....SO CAKE ALSO..

AT THE BOWLBY CENTRE 1 Highbury Crescent (two mins from Highbury-Islington Underground)

FROM: 3 PM TO 6.30 PM SUNDAY 30TH NOVEMBER 2014
(Doors open 3pm, refreshments and other delights from 3-4pm, event with speakers starts at 4 pm onwards, mingling and refreshments till 6.30 pm)

*CANDIDA YATES DRAWS ON THE FILM SHAME, DIRECTED BY STEVE MCQUEEN (2011) - TO EXPLORE THE NEW INTIMACIES AND MASCULINITY IN CINEMA SEE

www.youtube.com/watch?v=iWfdZ7-m1vs - EXERPT